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What Do Empathy, Energy and
Neuroscience Have to Do with
Business Development?
Is increasing business important to you? Of course. Whether
you’re deepening relationships with current clients, procuring more work to expand your client base, or strengthening
relationships internally with colleagues and teammates,
building business is what you do. How can empathy, energy
and neuroscience support you to that end?
At Graceworks, we’re fascinated by how humans actually
connect with each other, how we communicate, and how
these relationships affect business. In SMPS Foundation’s
study, “Getting from the Shortlist to the Contract,” clients
voiced that once you’ve made it to the shortlist you’ve proven
you are qualified to do the work, so they hire consultants
based on trust, commitment and chemistry.
How do you create this connection? Your body holds the key!
You are neurologically wired to connect intellectually and emotionally with other people. You have what it takes to empathize
with others even if you’re not particularly touchy-feely. Today
we’re going to share how you can hack into your own neurology, light up your empathetic listening, and leverage your energy
to better connect with others and create stronger relationships.
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What We’re Gonna Do Today
What is This Stuff?
••

What is empathy?

••

What is energy?

••

Hack into your own neurology!

You Want Me To Listen?
••

Listen to me, please!

••

Three levels of listening

Create Empathy
••

Empathetic listening

••

Power of vulnerability

••

Those amazing Mirror Neurons

••

Facial expressions — game changers!

••

The Emotional Contagion Theory

You Have an Energy
••

Your posture — what’s it doing for you? And others?

••

Take your space.

••

Your patterns of movement — shake ‘em up! (Laban
Movement Analysis)

Put It All Together
••

Put-It-All-Together game

Your Real-World Tools
••

Put this stuff into action.

Let’s get on the same page with some foundational
definitions!
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For our study today, we define energy differently. Energy
is your “state of being.” Now, your natural energy might
be full of fuel, or your natural energy may be more
mellow.
For instance — is there someone in your life, at home or
at work, that you just love to be around? Their presence
makes you feel at ease and/or supported. That’s a result
Em-pa-thy: (n) The ability to feel what another person
is feeling.
We can be super smart and have a ton of wisdom, experience and knowledge, but if we can’t share this information in a connective way, it’s just a data dump. It’s
like the old adage says, “People don’t care about how

of their energy.
Conversely, do you have someone in your life whom
you try to avoid at all costs, because their very presence
stresses you out or brings you down? Yeah, we all have
at least one of them in our lives, and we might even be
that person sometimes. (Oh no!)

much you know until they know how much you care.”
This premise is true in business, and it’s true in every
area of life. So, when we need to make an authentic,
long-lasting human connection, empathy is crucial.

Neu-ro-sci-ence: (n) The field of study encompassing
the various scientific disciplines dealing with the structure, development, function, chemistry, pharmacology
and pathology of the nervous system.
En-er-gy: (n) Your state of being.
Human beings are neurologically wired to connect. All
If you’ve attended a Graceworks’ presentation

of us are inherently social animals. It’s actually part of

workshop, you may remember that we talk about being

our DNA. Our brain’s one function is to ensure survival.

big and bold and the importance of bringing energy

Back in the prehistoric days, we instinctively knew our

to your presentation. We define that energy as calories

chances of survival increased significantly if we stayed

or fuel. “Bring energy to your presentation, and you’ll

together. Going at it alone in the midst of inclement

energize or wake up your audience.”

weather and apex predators was a guarantee we would
not survive long.
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We were created for and need connection. But many of
us don’t know how to consciously use this innate ability
to connect in purposeful ways, which can then affect the
quality of our relationships at work and at home.
Neurological research conducted by neuroscientist
Marco Iacoboni concluded that mirror neurons (brain
cells in particular parts of the brain) enable us to experience what we see another person experience. Neuroscientists have proven this phenomenon through studies
using functional magnetic resonance imaging. You’ll find
resources at the back of this handout for some of the
research.
Here’s the point: Anytime you see anyone do anything,
your mirror neurons are lighting up, and you are being
affected. And, here’s what’s really important about that
— the converse is also true. You are constantly either
consciously or unconsciously affecting others by what
you do.
We want to introduce you to some techniques that will
help you become proficient at not only hacking into
your own neurology to better connect with others but
to also hack into other people’s neurology to create
more fertile ground for connection. Why is this science
important in business? Because when we understand
the science and the tools at our disposal, we can create
stronger relationships with our clients, potential clients

The Three Levels of Listening
Level One listening is when we only listen in preparation for what we want and need to say. This is
“me-focused” listening.
Level Two listening is when we stay focused on the other
person and listen to their every word. This is
“you-focused” listening.
Level Three listening is when you pay attention to
what’s happening between you and others. This is
“us-focused” listening. At level three, we tap into a much
deeper experience where we actually connect with the
listener. It’s where we are listening and speaking simultaneously.

Level three is empathetic listening, and
it’s where empathy begins.

and colleagues.

Better relationships build better
business.
How do we create better relationships? The foundation
of any strong relationship is the ability and willingness
to listen to another person.
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Empathetic Listening

Vulnerability

Empathetic listening is the most connective form of

Dr. Brené Brown is a professor and social researcher

listening. If you look at the people you feel most con-

who studies vulnerability.

nected to, aren’t they typically the ones who listen to
and understand you best? These are the people who we

In her research on shame and vulnerability, she found

would say really “get” us. That kind of listening is the

that those individuals who experience the greatest sense

backbone of empathy, and it is a cornerstone of long-lasting

of belonging and connection also live with and embrace

relationships.

their vulnerability. She also found that empathy is dependent on vulnerability.

To be clear — there are two types of empathy.
For us to really connect to others, we need to take off
••

There is cognitive empathy, which is our ability to

the armor, drop the act, and allow ourselves to be more

intellectually understand someone. Most of us can

open and available.

empathize cognitively pretty well.
••

And then there’s emotional empathy, which is the

Another perk? She also found that vulnerability is the

ability to feel what another person feels. For some

birthplace of innovation and creativity.

of us, we can empathize emotionally quite naturally,
and for some, we don’t.

The good news is, empathy can be
learned!
The truth is, for us to learn how to be empathetic, we
must want to learn. And, we must be willing to become

What does vulnerability have to do with building business? Remember, the quality of your business depends
on the quality of your relationships. For you, your
colleagues, and your clients to feel most connected and
valued, you need to understand how they feel and what
they need.

vulnerable.
Yes, empathetic listening requires us to become vulnerable. It’s a choice. And, there are big payoffs for taking
that step.
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Facial Feedback Hypothesis
The mirror neuron phenomenon is further explained by
the work of Charles Darwin and later William James.

Their Facial Feedback Hypothesis
states that the stimulation of
certain facial muscles activates a
correspondent emotion.
Mirror Neurons

1.

If we are wired for empathy, what are the trip switches?

2.

upsetting to you.

How do we activate our ability to empathize? You can
start by using your face!

You share something with me that might be
I consciously or unconsciously notice your facial
expression, which then

3.

Fires up the corresponding mirror neurons in my
brain, which then

Remember those mirror neurons? They are also linked

4.

Causes me to mimic your expression, which then

to empathy. Iacoboni argues that these amazing little

5.

Triggers the corresponding emotion in me.

cells are “the neural basis of the human capacity for
emotions such as empathy.” If I see you smile, my mirror

The result is I feel what you feel — the basis of empathy.

neurons associated with smiling fire up, which then initiates a cascade of neural activity that evokes the sensa-

To bring this science to life, we’ll use Paul Ekman’s re-

tion we associate with smiling.

search on facial expressions and emotion. He found that
facial expressions are linked to emotion. Here are six
of the basic facial expressions and their corresponding
emotions: Happiness, Disgust, Sadness, Surprise, Fear
and Anger. You’ll find practical application examples in
Your Real-World Tools on page 9.

Come on! Aren’t you smiling now?
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The Emotional Contagion Theory

Energy

The Emotional Contagion Theory, explored by

We’ve established that Energy is your state of being.

psychologists Elaine Hatfield, Richard Rapson and John

Each of us of carries an energy that is natural to us.

Cacioppo, explains that humans synchronize their own
emotions, consciously or unconsciously, with the emotions expressed by those around them. It’s an inherent
social bonding mechanism. Here, again, our mirror
neurons come into play.

Now, our little, but powerful, mirror neurons are at full
play, along with the feedback theory that says how I
use my body affects my state of being (my energy). And,
our energy — whether it is high or low — is contagious.

Why is the contagion theory important for us in build-

If I’ve got it, you’re gonna get it!

ing business? If we remember that building business is

Now, not only can your facial expressions influence how

directly correlated to the quality of our relationships,

you feel, but how you use your entire body can affect

then what you and others bring into the room emotion-

how you feel. And, as you know, how you feel can affect

ally affects everyone else in the room.

how others feel. So...

Your facial expression can serve as
a primer or trip switch to help you
connect to others.

Use your entire body, and...
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Take Your Space

Your Patterns of Movement

Amy Cuddy, Ph. D., a social psychologist, is one of the

We all have our own unique and distinct patterns of

most recent people to research and expand upon the

movement. We call it our neurological fingerprint; it’s

effects of body language. In her work, she found that

just how we’re wired. I move and speak differently

holding a particular pose, one that is physically ex-

than you, and you move and speak differently than the

pansive and takes up a lot of space, actually raises our

person next to you. The challenge we get into as com-

testosterone level, the hormone associated with strength

municators is that sometimes aspects of our patterns

and confidence. She also found the opposite to be true;

get in the way of connecting with others. Our particular

the smaller we make our bodies, the higher our cortisol

patterning links back to our brain’s mission to keep us

levels become. Cortisol is the hormone associated with

safe and alive. However, safe doesn’t always mean com-

bad stress.

municative, expressive or enthusiastic.

While Cuddy’s research methods are seen by some as

But, aren’t we supposed to always be ourselves? You

controversial, what she did, along with psychologist Dr.

may say, “My natural energy state is quiet and reserved.”

Erik Peper, was put the science to what actors, dancers,
and other movement theorists have known and em-

If you’re a leader and you need to convince your listen-

ployed for centuries.

ers to get on board with you, bringing some passion and
enthusiasm can go a long way. Again you say, “What if

The quickest way to behavior change
and to affecting our states of being is
through the body.

I feel passionate, but it just doesn’t come out that way?”

One of the most common habits we all have, especially

less emotional or physical pain or more pleasure from

when we are presenting, is not taking our space. Space

not being emotionally demonstrative. That’s fine, but it

affects us. It has an impact on us, and how we use it also

won’t serve you when it’s time for you to communicate

has an impact on our audiences and those around us.

or lead. But, there is hope!

Your patterning is getting in the way. Remember, our
patterns are formed to keep us safe, bring us pleasure, or
avoid pain. Somewhere down the line, you experienced

When it comes time for you to speak, or even if you are
having a one-on-one conversation, be conscious of how
you take and use your space.
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You Can Override Your Patterning!

Your Real-World Tools

Rudolf von Laban, a movement theorist, created a sys-

Here are just a few ways to use what you’ve learned!

tem of movement called the Laban Movement Analysis
(LMA). In this system, he created a vocabulary for the

Use The Facial Expressions Mirroring Exercise: If a

different ways in which we move, which he called

colleague is emotionally reserved and struggles to tap

Efforts. There are eight Efforts.

into their emotions, use The Facial Expression Mirroring
Exercise as a coaching tool.

Each of these Efforts has four basic Elements:
Check Your Posture: If you notice you’re not feeling
••

Speed — Quick or Sustained

as confident as you might like, find a lifted and open

••

Weight — Heavy or Light

posture and take your space.

••

Flow —
 Bound or Free

••

Direction — Direct or Indirect

Use Laban Efforts: If a leader or presenter needs to
command a room, but his/her natural energy is super

From these Elements, Laban categorized the Efforts, the

low, encourage him/her to use the Slash or Flick move-

eight kinds of patterns of human movement. We’re ex-

ments (Efforts).

ploring four of them in the workshop (highlighted below
in orange), but here is the full list for your reference:

Consciously/Deliberately Watch: If you struggle connecting with someone, take note of their facial expres-

••

Slash — Heavy, Indirect, Quick, Free

sions and body language. Mirror them. Remember the

••

Punch — Heavy, Direct, Quick, Bound

Contagion Theory? Catch what they’re feeling. You will

••

Float — Light, Indirect, Sustained, Free

better connect.

••

Glide — Light, Direct, Sustained, Free

••

Press — Heavy, Indirect, Quick, Free

••

Wring —
 Heavy, Indirect, Sustained, Bound

••

Flick — Light, Indirect, Quick, Free

••

Dab — Light, Direct, Quick, Bound
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A Few Final Thoughts

Resources

So, if you attended the workshop, you’ll know we did

Marco Iacoboni, M.D., Ph. D.

some pretty wacky things today. Why did we do those
things? So that you walk away knowing all that you
have access to when you want to truly connect with and
understand other human beings.

Exaggeration leads to activation.

••

mirror-neuron-revolut/
••

consciously within you. So, moving forward, you can
consciously maneuver your way into greater connection

••

2008 by Farrar, Straus and Giroux, LLC
Brené Brown, Ph. D.
••

how-vulnerability-can-make-our-livesbetter/#245b59d436c7
••

are with other human beings, will allow you to create
and deepen more connective and authentic relationships
both inside and outside of work.

TEDx https://www.ted.com/talks/brene_brown_on_
vulnerability/transcript?language=en

keys to building better relationships and better business.
are wired and the processes that are going on while you

https://www.forbes.com/sites/
danschawbel/2013/04/21/brene-brown-

Our bodies don’t lie. Ever.

Using your body consciously, understanding how you

Mirroring People by Marco Iacoboni. Copyright &
copy; 2008 by Marco Iacoboni. Published in April

with others.

How we move, how others move, and our neurology are

https://www.wsj.com/articles/
SB121191836113423647

We had you exaggerate to activate your awareness
of and connection to what is already happening un-

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-

Empathic/Empathetic Listening
••

https://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/
empathic_listening

••

https://www.6seconds.org/2012/01/16/mirrorneurons/

Be conscious. Be aware.

••

Finally, the more conscious we become with how we use

••

https://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/abs/10.1027/02698803/a000029
Journal of Psychophysiology (2011), 25, pp. 26-31.

our bodies and how we observe other people using their

https://doi.org/10.1027/0269-8803/a000029. ©

bodies, the more powerfully we will connect with others

2011 Hogrefe Publishing.

and build better business.
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Resources (continued)
The Power of a Smile
••

Erik Peper, Ph. D.
••

Biofeedback.35(2), 42-48.
••

••
••

Beweegreden,12(2), 14-17.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facial_feedback_
hypothesis

Rudolf von Laban/Body Movement, Memory and

https://econtent.hogrefe.com/doi/abs/10.1027/0269-

Emotions

8803/a000029

••

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2491410/

Paul Ekman’s Facial Expressions & Emotion
••

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ekman

••

https://www.paulekman.com/paul-ekman/

The Emotional Contagion Theory — Hatfield,
Cacioppo & Richard Rapson
••

Peper, E., Booiman, A., Lin, I.M., & Harvey, R.
(2016). Increase strength and mood with posture.

The Facial Feedback Hypothesis
••

Peper, E., Lin, I-M, & Harvey, R. (2017). Posture
and mood: Implications and applications to therapy.

https://www.neuronation.com/science/benefits-ofsmiling

SMPS SERC

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emotional_

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC4707271/

••

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_von_Laban

••

http://scienceblogs.com/
neurophilosophy/2010/04/21/motions-influenceemotions/

••

Casasanto, D. & Dijkstra, K. (2010). Motor action
and emotional memory. Cognition 115: 179-185.

••

Dijkstra, K., et al. (2007). Body posture facilitates
retrieval of autobiographical memories.

contagion#Neurological_basis
Amy Cuddy, Ph. D.
••

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amy_Cuddy#cite_
note-:0-15
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About Some of Our Trainers

Graceworks in a Nutshell

Joe Masi, Freedom Finder, has
been leading individuals and
groups towards greater freedom
and healthier living for more than
20 years. As a coach, counselor
and actor, Joe is a behavior change
expert, guiding clients to use
their mind, body and voice in
new and more expressive ways.

Headquartered in New York with offices in Atlanta and
Cleveland and trainers stationed as far west as Portland,
Oregon, the Graceworks team travels globally helping
corporate professionals become more effective presenters,
leaders and communicators.

Stationed in our Cleveland, Ohio office, Joe has trained
and coached hundreds of Graceworks clients over the
past several years. He holds graduate degrees in both
counseling and drama, which have equipped him to
effectively guide clients in fun and engaging ways through
their process of personal transformation.

In addition to our flagship presentation and
communication training, we are excited about our
Gracewriting® and leadership communication programs. People connecting with people is the heart of any
business. So whether you’re writing a proposal, leading a
team or giving a presentation, our goal is to free you to
make The Human Connection® with colleagues, clients
and associates. We customize all our in-house training and
coaching to meet your goals.

Joe is also a Whole Brain® Thinking practitioner, and uses
this tool when working with clients. Referred to often as
the “Gentle Giant,” Joe’s coaching is infused with a ton of
heart and just the right amount of muscle.

Jennifer Hebblethwaite, Senior
Vice President & Champion of
All Things Grace, heads up our
Atlanta office. From commercial
real estate to coaching Atlanta’s
finest Men in Blue at the Forest
Park Police Department, Jennifer is
an experienced corporate trainer.
She’s spent 10 years as a Teaching
Artist for a Tony Award-winning theatre and has taught
everything from playwriting to MBA Leadership/Communication on an undergraduate and graduate level. She
is foremost a compassionate coach and trainer, but as
our rogue academic, Jennifer also gets excited about things
like semantics and semicolons. She leads our Gracewriting®
program and is trained in Whole Brain® Thinking, which
is designed to use every last brain cell. Jennifer’s teaching style is big and bold, and she can’t wait to help you
help your listeners!

For us, Big Bold Choices represent vision, growth and
expansion! We share this idea with you as an encouragement to hold fast to your visions and dreams.

Also, check out our Train-the-Coach workshops. Learn
to coach The Graceworks Way®. Our fun, interactive style
helps you think in new ways, brings your team together, and
– most importantly – produces measurable results!
A powerful tool we use throughout our programs is
Herrmann International’s Whole Brain® Thinking. By
helping individuals and teams leverage their thinking
preferences, we improve their problem solving, decision
making, creativity, communications and teamwork.
Finally, there’s Graceworks With Kids and Graceworks
Goes to College. From elementary school kids to post
grads, we love helping our leaders of tomorrow make
“big bold choices.”
If you have any questions, would like additional information on our training and coaching services, or just want to
call and say, “hi” (please do!), you can reach us at:
Graceworks Inc.
470 West End Avenue
New York, New York 10024
Tel:
212.724.1541
Email:
info@graceworksinc.com
Fax: 347.577.9941
Website: www.graceworksinc.com

Make the Digital Human Connection
• Twitter (@graceworksinc) • LinkedIn (Graceworks Inc.)
• Facebook (Graceworks Inc.) • Instagram (Graceworks Inc.)
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